Bubba’s Aggressive Defense
Is B.A.D. to the Bone!

For Men and Women Who Want to Quit Worrying About Their IRA and Start Enjoying a Carefree Retirement Now

- 15% Average Weekly Income without a single losing week
- Average Monthly Return 68% Including Commissions
- Proven ability to grow $5,000 to $103,958 in just 7 months

INSIDE: Discover an easy way for you to gain a steady income and stellar profits while avoiding downside risk
“I just put the trades on exactly as he lays them out. And then every morning, pre-market opening, he updates what to do or what not to do. So following his recommendations takes little time. And I end up with the same results as he does... because he also does the trades himself.” —Kathi P., story on page 23

PLEASE NOTE: Stock and option trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risks. You must be aware of the risks and willing to accept them in order to invest in the market. Don’t trade with money you can’t afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy/sell any stock.

Testimonials are believed to be accurate but have not been independently verified. Stock photos are used in some, but not all instances. No attempt has been made to compare the experiences of the persons giving the testimonials after the testimonials were given. No one should expect to achieve the same or similar results as those shown herein because past performance does not necessarily indicate future results.

Hypothetical performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Since the trades have not actually been executed, the results may have under or over compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading cannot completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. The ability to withstand losses and adhere to a particular trading program are material points which can adversely affect actual trading results. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.

Friend,
I’m going to give it to you straight... the stock market is rigged.
That’s neither a complaint nor a criticism. It’s a simple 21st century fact of life. Get used to it.
Question is: What are you going to do about it?
Are you going to sit on the sidelines... guarding your nest egg the only way most people know how... while your one chance to achieve a carefree retirement passes you by?
Perish the thought!
The only thing worse would be to jump in unprepared and play directly into the ruthless hands of the “Flash Boys” and their brutal high-frequency-trading machines.

My name’s Todd Horwitz; but friends in the pit, in the media, and at home mostly call me Bubba... well the guys do. For some reason women seem to prefer Todd.

But here’s the one thing everyone agrees on...
Bubba’s Aggressive Defense
Is B.A.D. to the Bone!

As you’ll discover in this special report, Bubba’s Aggressive Defense, B.A.D. for short, turns the tables on greedy market manipulators...

Empowering you to earn a steady income when the markets are quiet...

Exploit wild price swings for triple-digit gains when things heat up...

And most important: preserve, protect and grow your nest egg regardless of market conditions.

So, instead of worrying about ever running out of money... you can potentially spend money to your heart’s content and still leave $millions to your heirs.

“Instead of losing money like most people, I made over $10,000 that day.”


“Bubba will teach you how to take care of yourself like no one else does, or even can.”

“For example, last August we had a kind of flash crash. Nobody saw it coming. But, because of Bubba’s aggressive defense, instead of losing money like most people, I made over $10,000 that day.”

“Anybody can go out and buy put options for protection. The problem is that costs you money. But, Bubba teaches you how to off-set that cost so it ends up costing you nothing.”

“That way, you can stay perfectly hedged against downturns and still allow yourself total upside potential at all times.”

We’ll talk more about risk-free growth in a minute. But right now, let’s talk about the one thing you want most.... INCOME week after week.

“If Your Average Weekly Return Is Less than 15% Don’t Get Mad, Get B.A.D.

Weekly options have been a real lifesaver for people looking for retirement income.

Unfortunately, most folks are earning a fraction of what they deserve.

Worse yet, they’re taking entirely too much risk!

And if you don’t think so, read what John has to say about his experience with covered calls and credit spreads.

“Instead of losing money like most people, I made over $10,000 that day.”


“Bubba will teach you how to take care of yourself like no one else does, or even can.”

“For example, last August we had a kind of flash crash. Nobody saw it coming. But, because of Bubba’s aggressive defense, instead of losing money like most people, I made over $10,000 that day.”

“Anybody can go out and buy put options for protection. The problem is that costs you money. But, Bubba teaches you how to off-set that cost so it ends up costing you nothing.”

“That way, you can stay perfectly hedged against downturns and still allow yourself total upside potential at all times.”

We’ll talk more about risk-free growth in a minute. But right now, let’s talk about the one thing you want most.... INCOME week after week.

“Bubba’s strategies are different... We had a chance to earn a $3,000 profit with no more than about $300 at risk”

–John H., Wisconsin

“Before I found Bubba the broker I was with had me writing covered calls. The problem is, sure you get the income; but there’s no protection on the stock if it goes down and the upside is limited to the width of the spread.”

“And the most you can make with a regular credit spread is around 15-20%. But you risk 5 or 6 times that much. So, when you have a loss it takes a lot of winners just to breakeven.”

“Now Bubba’s strategies are different. They protect you from downside risk but leave your profit potential wide open.”

“We had a trade not too long ago in Valiant Pharmaceuticals where we used some of the credit we collected going in to buy extra puts. And VRX dropped
78% Profit... 15% Weekly Income... 68% Monthly Return... What’s It All Mean To Me?

I’ve been throwing numbers around like crazy because I’m excited about what they could mean to your financial future. Now let me show you where those numbers come from and why they’re so darn important to YOU...

Bottom line: What it means to you is financial security
Call now 1-888-233-1431

Call now 1-888-233-1431

Not a single losing Week!

$1,102 Instant Income
$7,102 Ultimate Profit

$450 Instant Income
$3,450 Ultimate Profit

Average Monthly Return 68% Based on Monthly Profit Divided by Account Size

Average Weekly Income 15% Based on Weekly Profit Divided by Account Size

Average Profit 78% Based on Profit Divided by Margin

“An ordinary credit spread would have lost money. But because we had the extra puts I earned a profit of $1,150, not including commissions.”

“Tell me that’s not a lot of fun!”

John’s right, you definitely want to avoid getting hit with a loss that could take 4 or 5 winners to just breakeven.

And he’s also right about it being a whole lot of fun... and gratifying too... when you turn the tables on market manipulators and multiply your money ten times over...

Which brings us to B.A.D. Rule #1...

B.A.D. Rule #1
Always Have The Most to Gain & Least to Lose

If you’re new to options you’ll be delighted when you see how easy it is to structure trades with very little risk.

And at the same time leave your profit potential wide open so you can double, triple, quadruple... and occasionally even multiply your investment 10-times over in a matter of days.

Strictly limited risk and unlimited profits... That’s what Bubba’s Aggressive Defense is all about!
“You earn income consistently. And then occasionally you’ll get a really nice homerun!”

–Edith F., Snohomish, WA

“Before following Todd I was trading OTM credit spreads on the RUT and really got slammed. This wasn’t a good use of capital and I was putting way too much at risk. Now I know which products to trade and where to place my trades while minimizing my risk.”

“With his strategies you earn income consistently. And then occasionally you’ll get a really nice homerun.”

“It’s such an interesting and challenging kind of strategic game that managing my retirement account has become what I do for fun!”

“The important thing is Todd’s strategies are making me money and safeguarding my capital so I’m going to stick with him!”

Edith really hit the nail on the head. Making money and safeguarding capital are all that’s important when you’re talking about your financial future... but if it weren’t fun, you might not stick with it.

But it is fun. So let’s make it happen!

B.A.D. Rule #2
Collect Instant Income and Profit from Other People’s Money

Usually, when traders talk about limited risk and unlimited profits, as we did in B.A.D. Rule #1, they’re talking about buying Call options if you think the price will go up and Put options if you think it’s going down.

The problem with that is, options are decaying assets that are worth less and less with each passing day until finally they’re worth nothing...

Don’t get me wrong. I want you to own options... that’s how you earn exciting homerun profits.

But I want you to get somebody else to pay for them!

In a single order, as simple as buying shares of stock...

✓ Sell expensive ‘At the Money’ options...
✓ Buy cheaper ‘Out of the Money’ options (like a regular credit spread)
✓ Then, buy one or more additional ‘Out of the Money’ options to produce windfall profits if price makes a radical price move, (which we fully expect, that’s why we’re in the trade).

You’ll still end up with a credit going into the trade... which means a bunch of cash is immediately deposited into your account.

But you also make a lot more money in the end.

My B.A.D. approach to trading options produces an average profit of 78% and wins on 8-out-of-10 trades!

“My B.A.D. approach to trading options produces an average profit of 78% and wins on 8-out-of-10 trades!”

–Jeff W., Moline, IL

The thing I like most about Bubba is he’ll give it to you straight, stressing the key point to limit your risk but not your profits.”

“We put on a lot of neutral trades due to market conditions where you stand to profit no matter which way the stock moves while most importantly protecting your capital.”

“Every Sunday he suggests 5 or 6 new trades, sometimes even more. You can act on which ones you prefer or all. I enter them all verbatim.”

“Then he emails you an update every morning so you have his input on what

“I actually learned about Bubba from another investment firm. They said he had a unique approach to trading that was really great. And they were right!”

–Jeff W., Entrepreneur

“I actually learned about Bubba from another investment firm. They said he had a unique approach to trading that was really great. And they were right!”

–Jeff W., Entrepreneur
How You Can Get Rich Overnight From the Fed Induced Stock Market Bubble

The Federal Reserve is not about to do anything that will upset Wall Street... Not yet anyway.

On the contrary, the Fed has been doing all it can to help the stock market.

And by now everybody knows it.

After several years of stock prices rushing far ahead of economic reality, financial experts finally acknowledge the fact that the market is being artificially propped up.

So, now the Fed’s dirty little secret is out... No one is denying it anymore. And that means we’re nearing the end.

But, as Greg laments on page 17, most brokers and financial advisors have no clue what to do about it.

On the one hand, the final days, weeks, and months of the ‘mania phase’ produce stupendous profits you hate to miss out on.

But eventually, without warning, the ‘blow off’ will hit. And watching all hope of a carefree retirement wiped out overnight is too tragic to even think about.

That’s why you need Bubba’s Aggressive Defense now more than ever.

B.A.D. is your only way to safely stay in the market all the way to the top... And then get rich practically overnight when the bubble finally bursts.

But I’d like to suggest you use every bit of your extra cash to buy shares of the S&P 500 (SPY)... the NASDAQ (QQQ)... and the Dow Jones Industrials (DIA).

Then let me show you how to...

✓ Provide ironclad protection for your portfolio.
✓ Fearlessly ride every bull market to the very top.
✓ Get crazy rich when the inevitable corrections come.

You see, Bubba’s Aggressive Defense is about much more than just generating loads of income...

In my book, B.A.D. means rich!

And best of all, you don’t need much money to start.
You can come up with $5,000, can’t you? Because $5k is more than enough to start... And after that, you should be home free!

**Bubba’s Aggressive Defense Empowers You To Make Up For Lost Time and Build Your Retirement Nest Egg in a Matter of Months**

In the example above, based on the past 18 months of actual trades, including commissions...

- We started with only $5,000. And without compounding it soared an amazing 1,185% to $64,226!
- But wait... it gets even better!
- Had you simply increased your trade size as your account size grew... You could have potentially turned that same $5k into $103,958 in less than 7 months!

If you’re feeling a bit skeptical I don’t blame you. The way **Bubba’s Aggressive Defense** works is much different than anything you’ve ever seen before.

So to ease your mind, I’d like you to read what Ed has to say...

**“Nobody could show me how... until I met Bubba.”**

— Ed D., Tampa Florida

- “My main objective is to protect my working capital and to grow it. But nobody could show me how to do that until I met Bubba.”
- “It was a big ah-ha moment when Bubba showed me how easy it is to protect my portfolio despite severe market corrections and also earn income.”
- “The old saying, ‘when the student is ready the teacher will appear’ is absolutely true.”
- “And Bubba is the best wealth-building, income-producing, asset-protecting teacher on the planet!”
- “Through his Sunday evening options webinars Bubba shows you how to technically analyze the market, stocks and related options to structure your trades. It’s all very hands-on.”
- “So at the end of the day, you have the opportunity to generate a nice profit while limiting your downside risk. And most importantly, you learn how to ‘fish’ for yourself in virtually any market condition. And I like that because being self-reliant is very important to me.”
- “I mean, who else can you really count on?”

Who else indeed????
I agree with Ed. Being spoon-fed winning trades should be a convenience, not a necessity.

Trading With Me Will Be a Huge Convenience, But Not a Necessity

Following my Sunday trade suggestions, which you can read word-for-word to your broker or enter verbatim online....

You can start collecting your B.A.D. weekly paycheck immediately...

Even if you have NO prior trading experience whatsoever.

But, if you’re like most people, you’ll want to understand the what, why and how of everything that’s going on.

And frankly, I think you should know.

So I decided to show you every last trick I’ve learned in nearly 4 decades as a market insider.

Most brokers don’t know half the stuff I’m going to teach you. And market makers shudder at the thought it may become common knowledge... I know, because I used to be a market maker.

Bubba’s Sunday Call gives you specific trade instructions... including the margin requirement and the net credit... So there’s not a lot to think about going in.

And watching your account balance steadily grow will tell you all you really need to know about your returns.

But, in case you’re wondering how we know that you can expect your average profit to be 78%, I’m going to walk you through a typical trade and show you step-by-step how we calculate ROI (return on investment).

On Friday the price of First Solar closed at 66.13

Bubba’s Sunday Call said:
Sell 5 Puts at 66
Sell 5 Calls at 66
Buy 7 Puts at 67
Buy 6 Calls at 67
For a net credit of 1.47
Margin required: $500

The options sold were worth more than the ones purchased so you’d earn a net credit of $1.47... times 100 because each option controls 100 shares of stock... so $147 of instant income is deposited into your account.

The strike price difference between the options sold and the options purchased is $1. So, a $100 margin would be required for each of the 5 Puts & Calls sold... Since either the Puts or the Calls (one or the other) will likely expire worthless, the margin is only $500.

On Tuesday price soared and we sold our extra Call for a profit of $300. We knew it was a pressure cooker ready to blow!

On Friday the remaining options expired worthless so you get to keep the entire $147 credit PLUS the $300 profit from the extra Call.

Profit: $147+$300=$447    ROI on Margin: $447/$500= 89% in 4 days

Now tell me that isn’t easy money!

Call now: 1-888-233-1431
But I think you deserve to be as B.A.D. as you want... all on your own... and the sooner the better!

Isn’t It Time YOU Got B.A.D.?

Bubba’s Playbook
Insider’s Secret To Earning 15% Weekly Income

Bubba’s Playbook reveals hidden market maker secrets most brokers and even most professional options traders don’t know about.

And with your B.A.D. Quick Start DVD giving you an instant springboard into the game, you can begin cashing in on day one!

Watch in amazement as I walk you through one BADass trade after another... explaining step-by-step how to exploit rare insider knowledge for an average profit per trade of 78% in less than a week.

Then, take your time paging through Bubba’s Playbook, marveling at each new revelation.

In plain simple English, I explain how the options market really works... I tell you how market makers think... and I show you a few simple tricks that make it surprisingly easy to earn an average weekly income of 15% on your account after commissions...

That’s a staggering $7,500 a week... $390,000 a year on a $50k account... and all it takes is a few minutes a week.

But that’s just the beginning...

“I had no way to protect my clients from a sudden downturn... so I got in touch with Bubba”

–Greg H., Ontario, Canada

Greg H., was a financial planner in a small Canadian town where everybody knows everybody. Naturally, he didn’t want his friends and neighbors losing money on his watch. So he came to me looking for a way to safeguard their portfolios.

And as you can see, Bubba’s Aggressive Defense allowed Greg to begin enjoying a carefree retirement at just forty-years-old!

“After a few years as a financial advisor I realized that I had no way to protect my clients from a sudden downturn in the market.”

“I’d put people into all these mutual funds; and while everything was going up everybody was happy.”

“Problem is when the market fails, which it always does. It’s cyclical in nature. And when it falls I had no way to protect my clients against loss.”

“I’d heard about Bubba. They say he’s the one guy who knows everything there is to know about options. So I got in touch with Bubba. And he made me realize there’s a MUCH better way to invest your money.”

“So I let go of my licenses and I devoted myself full-time to learning the right way to trade.”

“That was five years ago and Bubba’s Aggressive Defense, as he calls it, allowed me to not only protect my capital but also earn a nice income. I’ll never have to do any real work again.”

“Most brokers and financial advisors are clueless when it comes to hedging a portfolio. Bubba’s the only one who can teach you how to protect yourself from loss, and earn a steady income, and make any downturn a huge payday.”

Protection... Income... Huge Payday...
If that’s what you want, call now: 888-233-1431
Once you’ve got more money rolling in every week than you know what to do with, it’s time to move on to the ‘end game’... amassing vast wealth.

**Bubba’s Fail-Safe Defense System**

*How To Eliminate Risk and Grow Your Account Regardless of Market Direction*

As with **Bubba’s Playbook**, you’ll start by watching a fast-paced DVD introducing you to your exciting future of stress-free wealth-building.

Next, you’ll eagerly devour every word of your concise, tell-all guide.

And from that point on **Bubba’s Fail-Safe Defense System** will empower you to not only prosper beyond your wildest dreams...

**You’ll Likely Outshine Even The Most Revered Money Managers**

Even Warren Buffett, famous for saying: “Rule #1: Never Lose Money”... took a 42% hit in the crash of 2008 and lost nearly 20% in 2015...

But that should NEVER happen to you... Because **Bubba’s Fail-Safe Defense System** makes crippling losses IMPOSSIBLE.

Just think... You’ll be able to safely stay 100% invested in the stock market at all times... sucking every bit of gain from a raging bull... and profiting even more when the bubble bursts!

And the best part is... you can pay for the cost of this invaluable ‘insurance’ with other people’s money!

Insiders don’t want you to know the hedging formula outlined in **Bubba’s Fail-Safe Defense System**. So you won’t find this information published anywhere else... that I can promise you.

I’m sharing these insider secrets because I think you deserve to enjoy total peace of mind knowing there’s only one way for your equity to go... and that’s UP!!!!

Now here’s one last thing you’ll need if you want to really get B.A.D. to the Bone...

**Bubba’s Guide To Trading Options**

*Course & Fast Track DVD*

If this is your first experience with options, **Bubba’s Guide To Trading Options** course and **Bubba’s Fast-Track DVD** will make it quick, easy, and fun for you to advance from beginner to expert in record time.

And if you’re an experienced trader, you’ll be amazed by the way this comprehensive insider’s course sheds new light on what you thought you already knew.

Start with **Bubba’s Fast-Track DVD** for your first eye-opening insider’s look at the market as you’ve never seen it before.

Then begin the actual course, written in simple English and comprised of 10 exciting segments... with a quiz to test your knowledge at the conclusion of each.

First, I’ll introduce beginners to the lingo, market cycles, and how to read price charts the right way... no lagging indicators allowed.

Then, know thy opponent... the market maker!

We’ll delve into options trading as seen from the inside... And, ignoring “The Greeks”, we’ll get right to the heart of what you really need to know about options pricing and controlling your odds of winning.

And finally, you’ll learn the best way to enter, manage, and exit your trades to earn the greatest possible profit.
Traders of every level will benefit greatly from the unique perspective and insider tricks revealed in Bubba’s Guide to Trading Options, course and Bubba’s Fast-Track DVD.

*Bubba has taught me way more... than most traders will ever know*

—Roger L., Steubenville, OH

“Bubba’s teaching is the best. When I started with him I was a complete newbie. I knew nothing about options. Nothing about reading charts. Nothing about technical analysis.”

“But I’d like to have more income before I completely retire from being a pharmacist. So I was determined to learn how to trade.”

“And Bubba has taught me way more about how to make money and keep from losing it than most traders will ever know. No doubt about that.”

“I’m on his Sunday call every week and I place all the trades from that. I still work part-time so I actually enter my trades Sunday night as working orders. Then during the day when I have time, I go back and monitor.”

“Since I’m doing all the same trades, my track record is pretty much the same as his. So hopefully it won’t be long before I can retire completely.”

Roger L., Pharmacist

*“Since I’m doing all the same trades, my track record is pretty much the same as his. So, hopefully it won’t be long before I can retire completely.”*

**How About You?**

If knowledge is power, isn’t knowing way more than other traders a powerful advantage you’d like to have?

And how about effortlessly earning a weekly paycheck you don’t have to work for like Roger, Ed, Jeff, and everybody else you heard from today... you’d like to do that too, right?

Well, now you can easily do both... and you can even get an entire treasure-trove of insider’s secrets absolutely free!

**Bubba’s Aggressive Defense Get B.A.D. To The Bone**

**Introductory Offer**

There are two risk-free, money-back guaranteed ways for you to profit from Bubba’s Aggressive Defense.

But I think you’d be crazy to pass up this chance to Get B.A.D. To The Bone... and receive my entire treasure-trove of insider’s secrets absolutely free... so I’m going to start with that.

**Get B.A.D. to the Bone... $297**

Say “Yes” to 90-Days access to Bubba’s Sunday Call & daily email updates for $297 ($84 savings off regular price of $127 mo)...

And you’ll receive my entire treasure trove of insider’s secrets described starting on page 16 for FREE... we’ll even pay shipping!

But that’s not all... to automatically lock in your 24% discount on Bubba’s Sunday Call, at the end of 90 days you will pay just $97mo, ($30 off regular price) conveniently charged to your credit card every month until you say stop.

**Bubba’s Treasure Trove of Insider’s Secrets... $497**

If for some reason you’d rather not subscribe to Bubba’s Sunday Call... for example, if you don’t have a credit card...

You can still get Bubba’s Treasure Trove of Insider’s Secrets described starting on page 16 for a one-time payment of just $497. We’ll even pay the $24 shipping cost.
You have 3 full months to decide if Bubba’s Aggressive Defense is right for you. So don’t even try to make a decision today... You don’t have enough information yet. If you’re smart, you’ll say “Yes” today... You’ll play along for a few weeks... Then you’ll decide. Decide after you’ve watched the three eye-opening, tell-all DVDs... Decide after you’ve discovered all the helpful, odds-tipping insider secrets revealed in...

- Bubba’s Play Book
- Bubba’s Fail-Safe Defense System
- Bubba’s Guide to Trading Options

Decide after you’ve tuned into Bubba’s Sunday Call... Placed a few trades... And taken profits according to your daily email updates...

Decide after you’ve given Bubba’s Aggressive Defense a chance to pay for itself many times over.

Start today... Make money... Have fun... And get the greatest wealth-building education on the planet.

Then decide whether or not you want to be a B.A.D. to the Bone trader.

Regardless of what you decide, you can be proud of your open-minded willingness to give something new a try. You know that’s the most distinguishing characteristic common to all self-made millionaires, don’t you?

And, if you decide Bubba’s Aggressive Defense is not right for you, simply return my Treasure Trove of Insider Secrets within 90 days and you’ll receive an immediate refund of every penny you paid us... No hassles, no delays, no questions asked.

But Wait...

I said lifetime Guarantee!!!

I said lifetime guarantee and I mean it.

After the first 90 days you may cancel your subscription at any time and receive a pro-rated refund for all remaining weeks.

But you will RETURN NOTHING.

My entire Treasure Trove of Insider Secrets will be yours to keep and profit from forever!

PLUS...I’m going to freeze your subscription price!

I don’t want anyone’s frugal nature to stand in the way of their carefree retirement.

So I reduced the price of my Sunday Call by 24%... that’s a savings of $30 a month for this special B.A.D. to the Bone introductory offer.

And I guarantee, you will continue to enjoy all the income-generating, wealth-building B.A.D. To The Bone benefits at this super-low price for life.

But, please understand... this is a one-time deal.

You cannot get this guaranteed bargain price for life or my Treasure Trove of Insider Secrets anywhere else but here... not even on my website.

So if you’re the smart, open-minded wealth-builder I think you are, you’ll strike while this iron is hot!

“I don’t think I’d have the courage to even be in the market right now if it weren’t for Todd.”

–Kathi P., Portland, OR

“You say the word ‘options’ and people think it’s very risky. But Todd has shown me that’s not necessarily true.”

“I don’t think I’d have the courage to even be in the options market right now if it weren’t for Todd.”

“I invest in most of his Sunday recommendations. It takes little time and I end up with the same results as he does... because he also does the trades himself.”

“I watch CNBC and Fox Business every day. And you know, they interview Todd frequently, asking his take on the markets. To me, that adds credibility.”
“With Todd there isn’t any hype. His methods work. He’s successful. He teaches it really well. And he answers everybody’s questions as soon as he can. So you never feel stuck or unsure of what to do.”

“I try to get my girlfriends involved. But they’re reluctant. They just don’t realize how "doable" options investing can be, once so many of the misunderstandings are clarified and they are guided through the educational process with someone like Todd.”

Trading options is not only ‘doable’, it’s also a lot of fun... especially when you have no fear of losing!

But Kathi touched on something else I think we should talk about...

From This Day Forward,
You Will Never Feel Stuck
Or Unsure What To Do Again!

A good mentor can inspire a lifetime of achievement... And that’s what I want to do for you.

Think of me as your wealth-building mentor and I promise to help you achieve success beyond your wildest dreams.

“All I can say is if people want to get started in this and they want to do well, listen to Bubba. The guy’s got 36 years of experience under his belt. He knows a thing or two. He’s a brilliant guy and he’s never more than an email away. If I don’t understand something, I just shoot off an email to Bubba. He always answers right away. He cares about people. He wants people to learn this. And he doesn’t want people to get screwed over by the market.”

–Greg H.

Wealth, Security & Peace of Mind
Are Just a Phone Call Away

On page 2 you saw how Bubba’s Aggressive Defense turned a modest $25,000 account into a perpetual, non-stop income averaging $16,452 per month.

On page 12 you witnessed how a mere $5,000 could have potentially grown to $103,958 in 7 months.

And on page after page men and women from all walks of life have told you of my unfailing ability and dedication to helping you build vast wealth with absolutely NO FEAR of downside risk.

So, you must realize that you will never get a better chance to achieve the wealth, security, and peace of mind you desire.

And getting started couldn’t be easier.

Just grab your credit card... Pick up the phone... And call 1-888-233-1431. I’ll take it from there.

Best Regards,

Todd ‘Bubba’ Horwitz

PS. Still skeptical? I completely understand. You probably don’t spend much time watching Fox Business or CNBC. So you probably don’t know me and you’re not sure if this is what you’re looking for. So let me sweeten the pot.

Say “Yes” to my B.A.D. To The Bone risk-free offer today and I’ll throw in Bubba’s Guide To Trading Options & Bubba’s Fast-Track DVD as an unconditional gift you can keep and profit from forever... even if you decide to cancel and get a full refund.

This comprehensive, easy-to-follow course, described on page 19, contains loads of invaluable tips on how to beat the market makers at their own game. Believe me, this is one resource you don’t want to be without.

And it will be my free gift to you... no strings attached.

PPS. Have you ever heard the saying “Do something today your future self will thank you for”? Well, those sage words of advice are now replaying over and over in my mind like an inspiring earworm I hope wiggles into your brain too. Because what you do right now truly will determine your entire future.

Call now. I promise you’ll be glad you did.

1-888-233-1431
Meet Todd “Bubba” Horwitz Floor Trader the Experts Call for Trading Advice

Todd “Bubba” Horwitz is what you call “Street Smart”. When something screwy happens in any of the markets... stock, futures, options... Bubba is the first person media giants like Fox business News and CNBC call. And when nothing’s happening, they call him then too.

Top fund managers with as much as $8-Billion under management go to Bubba for guidance in safeguarding their portfolios against downside risk.

And thousands of men & women schooled by Bubba enjoy security and peace of mind knowing even a modest IRA can produce a generous monthly income while continuing to grow risk-free forever.

Todd Horwitz grew up in Chicago listening to stories told by boastful floor traders. And he became intrigued. So, at the tender age of 21 he bought a CBOE membership and began his career trading in the Oil Pit... which was the most active pit back in 1980.

The initials BUB appeared on Todd’s ID tag... and still do today. With his imposing stature, straight-talk and aggressive trading style, little wonder that BUB quickly evolved into Bubba. And the name stuck.

In 1988 Bubba played a prominent role as one of the original market makers for the S&P index. And it was there that he truly mastered his B.A.D. to the Bone insider secrets to winning.

Bubba had a great run as a floor trader... following trends from one exchange to another without a single losing year. But by 2004, with everything going electronic, business on the floor dried up. So he went home.

Trading at home left Bubba with lots of free time... which he quickly filled with media appearances, book deals, seminars, mentoring, and his own radio program: The Bubba Show.

But in recent years, Bubba has become increasingly fed-up over the way everyday Americans are being cheated out of a carefree retirement. So he decided to do something about it and launched an epic wealth-building program he calls Bubba’s Aggressive Defense.

Revealing a lifetime of insider secrets... And providing hands-on guidance along with word-for-word trade suggestions... Bubba is putting a truly ‘golden retirement’ within easy reach of men and women everywhere.

Just pick up the phone and call 1-888-233-1431 Bubba will take it from there

Acceptance Certificate

YES! I have just seen irrefutable proof that Bubba’s Aggressive Defense makes it possible for me to enjoy the ultimate financial trifecta:

- Protection from downside risk...
- Soaring Profits regardless of market direction...
- Average Monthly Income of $16,452 on a $25k account!

Sign me up NOW for the following Risk-Free Offer

☐ Get B.A.D. To The Bone... $297
Backed by the 100% Satisfaction Guarantee detailed on page 22.

Then, at the end of 3 months charge my credit card just $97 a month until I say stop... a monthly savings of $30 (24%)
And rush Bubba’s entire Treasure Trove of Insider's Secrets to my door for FREE... Valued at $497 + $24 shipping.
Initial savings: $605
Lifetime savings: 24% Forever!!

☐ Bubba’s Treasure Trove Of Insider’s Secrets... $497
I’d rather not subscribe to Bubba’s Sunday Call at this time... But I’d love to have Bubba’s Treasure Trove of Insider’s Secrets for a one-time payment of just $497. Please rush it to my door and kindly waive the $24 shipping charge.

For Fastest Service Phone, Fax or Order Online

Phone: 888-233-1431
Fax: 888-258-4938
BubbasTradingPits.com

Investment Software Systems, Inc.
22C New Leicester Hwy #117
Asheville, NC 28806
Support @iss-trading.com

Name: _______________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________________

Please Specify
☐ $297 charged to my credit card for Get B.A.D. to the Bone package
☐ $497 charged to my credit card for Bubba’s Treasure Trove of Secrets
☐ My check/money order is enclosed for Bubba’s Treasure Trove $497
I wish to pay by ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Amex ☐ Discover
Card No: ___________________________ security code _____________
Exp. Date _____/_____  Signature: ________________________________
Phone (in case we have a question) __________________________________
Email Address __________________________________________________

Initial savings:  $605
Lifetime savings: 24% Forever!!

24% Savings For Life!
Investment Software Systems
22C New Leicester Way #117
Asheville, NC 28806

Inside: Meet the floor trader experts call for advice...

Better Call Bubba